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Tensile Strength of Short Headed Anchors Embedded in Steel

Fibrous Concrete
 S. A. Al- Ta'an*       A. A. Mohammed**

ABSTRACT
This paper deals with the tensile behaviour and strength of cast-in-place short

headed anchor bolts embedded in both normal concrete (NC) and steel fibre reinforced

concrete (SFRC). Four volume fractions (vf =0.4%, 0.8%, 1.2%, and 1.6%), two aspect

ratios (lf / df =19.63, 36.33), three bolt diameters (db =8, 10, 12mm), and four embedment

depths (hef =25, 37.5, 50, 62.5mm) were used. More than (108) specimens were tested

under monotonic tensile loading. Only (90) specimens were failed by large concrete

failure cone exceeding the dimensions of the specimen and the cone breaks into pieces in

most cases (concrete failure), while the other specimens were failed by yielding or

fracture of the bolts (steel failure). Tests results showed that breakout capacity ( uP ) of

the anchors were significantly enhanced by the addition of steel fibers to concrete and the

size of the failure cone in (SFRC) specimens were smaller than the size of failure cones

in (NC).

Key word: Breakout capacity, cast-in-place, failure cone, headed anchor bolt, pullout

test, steel fibers.
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INTRODUCTION
Anchor bolts embedded in concrete are found in many kinds of structures, and are

subjected  to  different  load  combinations.  A  short  anchor  bolt  is  usually  defined  as  one

whose embedment length is insufficient to develop tensile yield in the bolt without the

end anchorage provided by the bolt head [1]. The anchors can be used for attachments of

instruments, and other structural members to concrete, as well as many other uses in

structural applications (precast, prestressed, etc.). Anchors can be classified according to

the way of installation, namely post-installed, and cast-in-place [2,3].

Post-installed anchors can be fastened in almost any position desired in hardened

concrete by installing them in a hole drilled after concrete hardening, and these may

include expansion and undercut anchors whereby the load transfer to concrete is achieved

Fig. (1) Types of anchors,  (a) Post-installed anchors, (b) Cast-in-place anchors [1]
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by bearing against the head. Adhesive and grouted anchors which transfer loads by bond

between the fastener and concrete can also be used, Fig. (1a).

Cast-in place installed systems are available for fastening to the formwork before casting

the fresh concrete in the formwork, and these include headed anchor bolts, headed studs,

J or L bolts, and undercut anchors. These anchors transfer loads to the concrete by bond

(friction and mechanical interlocking) and bearing against the head, Fig. (1b).

It has been found that the pull-out capacity of short headed anchor bolts embedded in

normal concrete is proportional to the tensile strength of concrete, and nonlinearly to the

embedment depth of the anchor [1-4].

Addition of steel fibers to concrete improves the tensile strength, strain capacity,

ductility, and fracture toughness [4,5], thus anchors behaviour and strength may be

different in (SFRC) than in (NC).

REASERCH SIGNIFICANCE
The  aim  of  this  experimental  programme  is  to  study  the  effect  of  adding  short

discrete steel fibers on the tensile strength and behaviour of short headed anchors

embedded in concrete.

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
Figure (2) shows the flowchart of the experimental programme [6]. The

specimens were divided into four groups depending on the embedment depth, (25, 37.5,

50, 62.5mm).  For each group   three bolt diameters were used (db=8, 10, 12mm). Two

aspect ratios of the steel fibers were used, and for each one, five fibers volume

percentages were used (vf =0, 0.4. 0.8, 1.2, 1.6). With each specimen, six cylinders

(100×200mm) were cast; three for measuring the compressive strength and three for the

splitting tensile strength.

Steel: Three diameters of the anchor bolts were used (db =8, 10, 12mm). Table (1)

shows the engineering properties of the anchor bolts. Steel reinforcement with (8mm)

diameter was used to reinforce the periphery of the specimens in the longitudinal and
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circumferential directions to prevent tension failure in concrete, and bars with (16mm)

diameter were used to support the specimens in the test apparatus, Fig.(3).

Table (1) Properties of the Anchor Bolts.

Material

Specification

Grade

or Type

db

(mm)

Yield

Strength

 (MPa)

Tensile

Strength

(MPa)

Elongation

Min. (mm)

Reduction

of area

Min.(%)

ASTMA307 A 8 414 414 50.8

ASTmA354 BD
10 862 1034 50.8 40

12 862 1034 50.8 40

Experimental
Programme

hef=25mm

12.0mm10.0mmdb=8mm

Vf =0% 0.4% 0.8% 1.2% 1.6%

36.33Lf/df =19.63

37.5mm 50.0mm 62.5mm

Fig.(2) Flow chart for the experimental programme
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Concrete: Concrete mix proportions was (1:1.7:3.5/0.45), Ordinary Portland Cement,

medium size sand with a fineness modulus (2.91), and gravel with maximum aggregate

size (10mm) and water/cement ratio of (0.45). The proportions were chosen to produce a

concrete compressive strength of (30MPa) and a slump of (100mm). Harex shelled steel

fibers with deformed cross section with lengths (lf =16, and 32mm) were used which

gives aspect ratio of (lf / df =19.63, 36.33) respectively. As shown in table (2).

Volume fraction of the steel fibers (vf =0.4%. 0.8%, 1.2%, 1.6%) were chosen to

avoid balling, and segregation and to get good workable mixes.

The dry materials were mixed first, water then added and the mixing procedure continues

till the mix becomes homogeneous and the fibers then fed into the mixer gradually and

the mixing procedure continues until the mix becomes homogeneous. The specimens

were cast together with the six cylinders and placed on the vibrating table to get a

thorough compaction. After casting and vibration, all the specimens were covered with a

polythene sheet for 24 hours after which the specimens were stripped from the molds and

kept in a water tank and cured for 28 days, till the time of testing at the same age.

TEST PROCEDURE
The apparatus for the pullout test is illustrated in Fig.(4). The test specimen was

fixed to the lower end of the test apparatus by the (16mm) bar protruding from the bottom

Table (2) Material properties

Group Mix
proportion

F.M
sand

M.A.S
Gravel
(mm)

Vf
(%) lf/df

av. f’c
(MPa)

av. fspf
(MPa)

No. of
samples

NC 1:1.7:3.5/0.45 2.91 10 0 --- 30.0 2.82 6*
*SFRC0.4 1:1.7:3.5/0.45 2.91 10 0.4 19.63 32.2 3.11 6
SFRC0.8 1:1.7:3.5/0.45 2.91 10 0.8 19.63 33.0 3.67 6
SFRC1.2 1:1.7:3.5/0.45 2.91 10 1.2 19.63 34.0 3.38 6
SFRC1.6 1:1.7:3.5/0.45 2.91 10 1.6 19.63 35.1 3.58 6
SFRC0.4 1:1.7:3.5/0.45 2.91 10 0.4 36.33 33.0 3.27 6
SFRC0.8 1:1.7:3.5/0.45 2.91 10 0.8 36.33 33.7 3.44 6
SFRC1.2 1:1.7:3.5/0.45 2.91 10 1.2 36.33 35.5 3.57 6
SFRC1.6 1:1.7:3.5/0.45 2.91 10 1.6 36.33 36.3 3.68 6

av. f’c = average compressive strength.
av. fspf = average splitting strength.
** = 3samples for compressive, and 3 samples for splitting.

* SFRC0.4 = steel fiber reinforced concrete with
volume fraction=0.4%
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of  the  specimens.  The  anchor  bolt  was  connected  to  the  top  moving  part  of  the  frame

apparatus (free surface testing). After placing the specimen in the test apparatus the

pullout load was applied through approximately a constant rate to prevent any dynamic

effect during the test [6]. Each bolt was tested monotonically in tension until failure

occurs.

TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All the test results are summarized in Table (2). To study the behaviour of

headed anchor bolt in tension some parameters will be discussed, such as failure mode,

Fig. (4) Test apparatus (Universal Testing Machine).

Fig. (3) Anchorage specimen, (a) Sectional view, (b Three dimensional view.
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effect of the embedment depth, effect of steel fibers volume percentage, and the effect of

concrete strength.

Failure mode: Three failure modes were noticed, Fig. (5); (a) the failure shape in (NC)

was large concrete failure cone of non uniform shape exceeded the dimensions of the

specimen and the cone breaks into pieces in some cases. The angle of the cone ranged

between (20-33°). (b) For (SFRC), the failure of the samples having different volume

fractions  is  the  same  as  that  for  normal  concrete,  but  the  concrete  failure  cone  was

smaller compared with the cone size in normal concrete, and in the majority of the cases

the concrete failure cone was divided into four pieces, such that the angle of failure

cannot be easily measured

Fig.(5) Typical failure types after test: (a) normal concrete; (b-d)  steel fibre
Reinforced concrete.

a -Concrete Failure cone
db=8mm, vf=0%, hef=25mm

b- Large Failure cone
db=10mm, hef=37.5mm

vf=1.2%, lf = 32mm

c -Failure cone with splitting cracks
Bolt did not pullout

db=10mm,vf=0.8%, lf=16mm

d- Steel Failure, db=12mm
vf=0.4%, lf=16mm
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(c) In some cases the failure occurred by splitting cracks on the surface of the specimen,

but the bolt did not pullout from the concrete because some fibers remained bonded to the

concrete near the head of the anchor and prevented pullout anchor bolt. In some cases the

anchor bolts was pulled out from the concrete and some pieces of the cone still connected

to the specimen, specially for long fibers  (lf / df =36.33).  (d) The last mode of failure was

yielding and fractures of bolts (steel failure) before pullout of the bolt occur. These cases

were excluded from the test results.

Effect of embedment depth: The embedment depth is the main factor influencing the

breakout  capacity  of  the  different  types  of  anchors  [3,  8,  and  9].   Fig.  (6)  Shows  the

nonlinear increase of breakout capacity with the embedment depth.

When  (hef) increase, the dimensions of the specimen must be increased to at least

(6hef ×  6hef ) to avoid the edge effect [9, 10] and the corresponding decrease in the

breakout  capacity.  Angle  of  failure  (θ)  decreases  when  (hef)  increase  [1,  8],  and  the

volume of the cone increase when (hef) increase also [1, 4, 8]. For short embedment

depth, the concrete strength appeared to be more effective mainly because shallow

anchors failed generally via concrete cone breakout. As the anchor embedment depth was

increased, however, this beneficial effect was reduced due to shifting of failure mode of

the anchors from concrete failure cone to pullout or steel failure [9].

For  (hef=62.5mm) the amount of increase in the breakout capacity is higher than the

others embedment depth (hef= 25, 37.5, 50mm) because the compressive strength was

more than (30MPa) and in some specimens it was up to (40MPa) or more.

Effect of steel fibers: Addition of steel fibers to concrete improves the compressive

strength to some extent and the tensile strength to a greater extent. From the test results of

the control specimens the increase in the compressive strength for mixes with short fibers

(lf /  df =19.63) was (6, 8, 12, 15.0%) for (vf =0.4, 0.8, 1.2, 1.6%) respectively, and the

corresponding increase in the splitting tensile strength was (10, 16, 20, 27%).  For mixes

with long fibers (lf /  df =36.33) the increase in the compressive strength was (8, 11, 16,
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19%) for (vf =0.4, 0.8, 1.2, 1.6%) respectively, and the corresponding increase in the

splitting tensile strength was (16, 22, 27, 31%). It can be noticed from the pervious

results that the increase in the tensile strength for mixes with the long fibers is more than

that for mixes with short fibers due to the longer anchorage length [10-12].

As shown in Fig. (7), the breakout capacity increased significantly with the volume
fraction  of  steel  fibers.  The  Figure  shows  that  the  amount  of  increase  in  the  breakout
capacity for anchor bolts embedded in (SFRC) with short steel fiber (lf /  df =19.63) was
greater than for long fiber (lf /  df =36.33). This may be attributed to the fact that the
distribution of short fibers in concrete mixes is better than for mixes with long fibers, and
for the same volume fraction the number of fibers per unit volume of the matrix are more
and the spacing are less between short fibers than those for long fibers [1, 9, 11]. In some
cases the difference in breakout capacity values between the two types of fibers was
small as shown in Fig.(7).
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Effect of concrete strength: Generally the anchor capacity increased with the tensile

strength of concrete, and the latter increased with the concrete strength [2, 13, 14], even

though the increment is not uniform for some cases. Steel fibers enhance the concrete

strength, especially the tensile strength depending on the mechanical interlock between

the steel fibers and concrete, and the pullout strength of steel fibers.  Fig. (8) shows the

variation in the anchor capacity with the concrete strength.

Fig.(8) Variation of the failure load with the compressive strength of concrete.
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Table (2) Test results

Ptest
(kN)

fspf
(MPa)

f'c
(MPa)

db
(mm)

lf/dfvf
(%)

hef
(mm)

GroupNo.

11.2782.4930.080025NC1
11.3762.4930.0100025NC2
114742.4930.0120025NC3
11.7682.9730.8819.630.425SFRC0.44
12.0132.9730.81019.630.425SFRC0.45
12.2582.9730.81219.630.425SFRC0.46
12.6023.1231.2819.630.825SFRC0.87
12.9453.1231.21019.630.825SFRC0.88
13.5333.1231.21219.630.825SFRC0.89
14.4653.2232.4819.631.225SFRC1.210
14.7103.2232.41019.631.225SFRC1.211
15.2983.2232.41219.631.225SFRC1.212
15.3253.5533.6819.631.625SFRC1.613
15.4463.5533.61019.631.625SFRC1.614
15.6423.5533.61219.631.625SFRC1.615
11.6703.2132.2836.330.425SFRC0.416
11.8663.2132.21036.330.425SFRC0.417
12.0973.2132.21236.330.425SFRC0.418
12.2233.3532.3836.330.825SFRC0.819
12.8003.3532.31036.330.825SFRC0.820
13.3103.3532.31236.330.825SFRC0.821
13.7303.4434.1836.331.225SFRC1.222
14.5633.4434.11036.331.225SFRC1.223
14.9803.4434.11236.331.225SFRC1.224
15.0503.5734.7836.331.625SFRC1.625
15.1703.5734.71036.331.625SFRC1.626
15.2903.5734.71236.331.625SFRC1.627
18.9262.4827.480037.5NC28
19.2402.4827.4100037.5NC29
19.6542.4827.4120037.5NC30
20.7752.8330.7819.630.437.5SFRC0.431
21.3042.8330.71019.630.437.5SFRC0.432
21.8322.8330.71219.630.437.5SFRC0.433
22.3163.1632.9819.630.837.5SFRC0.834
22.8753.1632.91019.630.837.5SFRC0.835
23.0653.1632.91219.630.837.5SFRC0.836
23.6773.3433.6819.631.237.5SFRC1.237
23.9873.3433.61019.631.237.5SFRC1.238
24.2513.3433.61219.631.237.5SFRC1.239
25.0683.4935.7819.631.637.5SFRC1.640
25.8873.4935.71019.631.637.5SFRC1.641
26.5713.4935.71219.631.637.5SFRC1.642
20.2562.9431.5836.330.437.5SFRC0.443
20.9372.9431.51036.330.437.5SFRC0.444
21.4472.9431.51236.330.437.5SFRC0.445
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21.6253.3233.0836.330.837.5SFRC0.846
21.9753.3233.01036.330.837.5SFRC0.847
22.5653.3233.01236.330.837.5SFRC0.848
22.8763.5135.3836.331.237.5SFRC1.249
23.2563.5135.31036.331.237.5SFRC1.250
23.7683.5135.31236.331.237.5SFRC1.251
24.1253.5636.1836.331.637.5SFRC1.652
24.5633.5636.11036.331.637.5SFRC1.653
25.0003.5636.11236.331.637.5SFRC1.654
24.4192.7930.180050NC55
24.5172.7930.1100050NC56
24.6642.7930.1120050NC57

***3.0131.1819.630.450SFRC0.458
26.8713.0131.11019.630.450SFRC0.459
27.1453.0131.11219.630.450SFRC0.460

***3.1131.7819.630.850SFRC0.861
28.9303.1131.71019.630.850SFRC0.862
29.3723.1131.71219.630.850SFRC0.863

***3.2032.4819.631.250SFRC1.264
30.1663.2032.41019.631.250SFRC1.265
30.4003.2032.41219.631.250SFRC1.266

***3.4633.1819.631.650SFRC1.667
31.5303.4633.11019.631.650SFRC1.668
31.8043.4633.11219.631.650SFRC1.669
26.1353.2031.3836.330.450SFRC0.470
26.5383.2031.31036.330.450SFRC0.471
27.0603.2031.31236.330.450SFRC0.472

***3.3332.1836.330.850SFRC0.873
28.3423.3332.11036.330.850SFRC0.874
28.5873.3332.11236.330.850SFRC0.875

***3.4133.2836.331.250SFRC1.276
29.9753.4133.21036.331.250SFRC1.277
30.2643.4133.21236.331.250SFRC1.278

***3.5534.4836.331.650SFRC1.679
30.9403.5534.41036.331.650SFRC1.680
31.3823.5534.41236.331.650SFRC1.681

***3.3534.580062.5NC82
48.2773.3534.5100062.5NC83
48.8853.3534.5120062.5NC84

***3.6136.1819.630.462.5SFRC0.485
52.2853.6136.11019.630.462.5SFRC0.486

***3.6136.11219.630.462.5SFRC0.487
***3.6836.5819.630.862.5SFRC0.888
***3.6836.51019.630.862.5SFRC0.889

58.5773.6836.51219.630.862.5SFRC0.890
***3.7737.6819.631.262.5SFRC1.291

62.4353.7737.61019.631.262.5SFRC1.292
63.4813.7737.61219.631.262.5SFRC1.293

***3.8438.1819.631.662.5SFRC1.694
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66.3643.8438.11019.631.662.5SFRC1.695
66.4913.8438.11219.631.662.5SFRC1.696

***3.7437.0836.330.462.5SFRC0.497
51.5873.7437.01036.330.462.5SFRC0.498
51.8633.7437.01236.330.462.5SFRC0.499

***3.7837.8836.330.862.5SFRC0.8100
55.4793.7837.81036.330.862.5SFRC0.8101
56.0483.7837.81236.330.862.5SFRC0.8102

***3.9239.3836.331.262.5SFRC1.2103
60.4753.9239.31036.331.262.5SFRC1.2104
61.4963.9239.31236.331.262.5SFRC1.2105

***4.0540.2836.331.662.5SFRC1.6106
65.1674.0540.21036.331.662.5SFRC1.6107
65.6874.0540.21236.331.662.5SFRC1.6108

*** Steel failure

CONCLUSIONS
The breakout capacity of headed anchor bolts embedded in concrete increased

almost linearly with the volume fraction of the added steel fibers by up to 32%. The

increase in the breakout capacity was found to be more for short fibers than for long

fibers. The volume of the failure concrete cone for headed bolts embedded in fibrous

concrete is less than that for headed bolts embedded in plain or unreinforced concrete.

More experimental results are required to verify these findings and to develop a method

for predicting the breakout capacity of headed bolts embedded in fibrous concrete.

NOTATIONS

vf Volume fraction of steel fibers (%)
lf / df Aspect ratio (fiber length/fiber diameter)
db diameter of bolt (mm)
hef Embedment depth (mm)
Pu Observed breakout capacity (Failure load)

cf ¢ Compressive strength (MPa)

spf ¢ Splitting strength (MPa)
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